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A mind map entitled: “How do we mainstream Disaster Risk Reduction?” was published in the RICS MODUS magazine, December issue (The Disruption Issue), featuring GDRC”s
Professor Dilanthi Amaratunga. Professor Amaratunga has long standing association with the RICS (the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors). She completed a RICS accredited
BSc Degree in Quantity Surveying with First Class Honours in 1993 a the University of Moratuwa Sri Lanka, was awarded RICS best award papers in 2000 and 2001, was the recipient
of several research grants from the RICS Research and currently is a Fellow of the RICS.
The Disruption issue can be read at: http://www.rics.org/uk/news/journals/modus/the-disruption-issue/ (http://www.rics.org/uk/news/journals/modus/the-disruption-issue/)
RICS is the World’s leading professional status in land, real estate, infrastructure and construction. It is a professional body that accredits professionals within the land, property
and construction sectors worldwide. RICS regulates and promote the profession; maintain the highest educational and professional standards; protect clients and consumers via a
strict code of ethics; and provide impartial advice and guidance.
It accredits 125,000 qualiﬁed and trainee professionals and any individual or ﬁrm registered with them.
With oﬃces covering the major political and ﬁnancial centres of the world, its market presence means it is ideally placed to inﬂuence policy and embed standards at a national
level. It also works at a cross-governmental level, delivering a single, international standard that will support a safe and vibrant marketplace in land, real estate, construction and
infrastructure, for the beneﬁt of all.
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Modus is the RICS magazine that brings you the latest news and views, expert advice and in-depth features spanning the breadth of the surveying profession around the world. Its
title comes from our motto: est modus in rebus – 'there is measure in all things'. Modus has a circulation of over 90,000 and we recently won 'Best use of Illustration' at the 2015
Content Marketing Awards.
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